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Copyright 2009 The Go Authors. All rights
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governed by a BSD-style # license that
can be found in the LICENSE file. # Stubs

for syscall/syscall_darwin.go. TEXT
·Syscall(SB),NOSPLIT,$0 JMP

syscall·Syscall(SB) TEXT
·Syscall6(SB),NOSPLIT,$0 JMP

syscall·Syscall6(SB) TEXT
·SyscallNoError(SB),NOSPLIT,$0-48 JMP

syscall·SyscallNoError(SB) TEXT
·Syscall6Ex(SB),NOSPLIT,$0 JMP

syscall·Syscall6Ex(SB) TEXT
·SyscallW(SB),NOSPLIT,$0 JMP

syscall·SyscallW(SB) TEXT
·SyscallNoError(SB),NOSPLIT,$0-24 JMP

syscall·SyscallNoError(SB) Q: Zoom image
in canvas in image slider with react and
react-bootstrap i am new to react and i
am trying to make an image slider with
react and react-bootstrap. My approach
was to create 2 images, the first one has

the id 'zoom-img' and it will hold the
source of an image that has to be

zoomed.
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